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Insider Secrets from Hollywood’s Top WritersThis book not only shows how to be a

screenwriter, but what it's actually like to be one. An inspiration to all would-be screenwriters,

this book is about living the screenwriter's life -- the habits, writing environments, creative

processes, daily passions, and obsessions.In The 101 Habits of Highly Successful

Screenwriters, author Karl Iglesias has interviewed 14 top contemporary Hollywood

screenwriters who offer their experience, insight, and advice to aspiring screenwriters

everywhere.

About the AuthorAn Adams Media author.Aspiring screenwriters don't need another book on

how to write a screenplay, says Karl Iglesias. What they need is a book on how to be a

screenwriter. Voilà: The 101 Habits of Highly Successful Screenwriters, featuring interviews

with 14 screenwriters, arranged by subject. The result reads like a panel discussion, touching

on such subjects as collaboration, schmoozing, discipline, Hollywood, and story pitching. The

dream of winning a Hollywood jackpot has lured everyone and his gardener into the

screenwriting game. Still, despite the unencouraging odds, "all you need to do is write a good

script," says Scott Rosenberg (Beautiful Girls). Some of the book's best advice concerns one

of the screenwriter's most formidable hurdles: getting a screenplay read. Submit it to film

festivals and screenwriting competitions, or follow Tom Schulman's (Dead Poet's Society)

advice and hire an entertainment attorney. After all, "most of them know a lot of agents." --Jane

Steinberg --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Author"Winners have

simply formed the habit of doing things losers don¹t like to do." -Albert GrayFollowing the basic

philosophy of modeling excellence--that our most important teachers are those who have

succeeded, the essence of the master-apprentice relationship--this book is the next best thing

to having the top screenwriters in the business be the reader's personal mentors as they guide

and inspire him or her to adopt the mind-set and commitment inherent in being a professional

screenwriter in Hollywood. The difference between successful writers and aspiring writers is

that successful writers do all the things that aspiring writers won't do, can't do or don't know

how to do. Common sense dictates why not look at what successful writers do specifically and

do the same.Designed for beginning writers as well as those more experienced who seek to

jump start their career to new heights, this book focuses not on how to write a formulaic script

but on what it takes to become the writer who creates a unique one. Whereas most

screenwriting books attempt to teach the reader what to do, this book outlines, by studying

those who are already doing it successfully, how to do it, stressing the key habits, so that the

'how' becomes second nature to the reader. Its structure offers a powerful and unique twist on

the few established interview books by arranging the screenwriters' comments by topic rather

than by individual interview, thereby following a more efficient model of accessing information

needed by the reader. Rather than waste time reading a whole interview to pinpoint nuggets of

information, the reader can refer to a specific topic and read what a group of successful writers

have to say about it. Study their habits, learn from them, and mayb! e their wisdom will rub off

on you and arm you with enough knowledge and self-confidence to accomplish your goals.--

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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SUCCESSFUL SCREENWRITERS Insider Secrets fromHollywood’s Top WritersBYKARL

IGLESIASDedicationTo all aspiring screenwriters who sacrifice so much to share their soul

through the screenplay. May these 101 habits be the seeds that inspire your next

masterpiece.AcknowledgmentsWhen most of the words in this book belong to the 14

screenwriters interviewed for this project, it is clear where my appreciation lies. First and

foremost, a heartfelt thank-you and deep appreciation must go to those 14 screenwriters for

granting me their time and energy despite their hectic Hollywood schedules and for their

willingness to share their knowledge and experience with the reader. They are, in alphabetical

order: Ron Bass, Steven DeSouza, Gerald DiPego, Leslie Dixon, Akiva Goldsman, Amy

Holden Jones, Nicholas Kazan, Jim Kouf, Scott Rosenberg, Eric Roth, Michael Schiffer, Tom

Schulman, Ed Solomon, and Robin Swicord. Your insightful comments are the soul of this

book.Extra special thanks to:Claire Gerus and Dawn Thompson for their helpful comments,

editorial support, and commitment to nurture this book to completion.Patsy Hilbert for her

thorough review and proofing of the manuscript. Paula Munier Lee for believing in this project

as much as I did. Richard Krevolin for introducing me to Paula and for the intense 11-point

tennis games.Kathryn Makris and Meera and Steve Lester for inviting me to the Selling to

Hollywood Conference.Pat Cummings and Hilary Cline at the Writers Guild Foundation for

generously helping with the mailings.Edward James Olmos for opening the doors.Sandy Martin

for allowing me to prove myself.All past and present Team #5 members (they know who they

are) for their enthusiastic moral support, inspiration, and humor.And most of all, to my friends

and family, for their caring and support.HABIT n. 1. a. A recurrent, often unconscious pattern of

behavior that is acquired through frequent repetition. b. An established disposition of the mind

or character. 2. Customary manner or practice: a person of ascetic habits. 3. An addiction.—

THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARYOF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, THIRD

EDITIONThe secret to success in any field is to find what successful people do, think about

and act on, and do the same.—ANTHONY

ROBBINSCONTENTSFOREWORDINTRODUCTION: Fade InPART IPassionThe Urge to

ScreenwriteCHAPTER 1 Portrait of a Screenwriter1. Being Creative and Original2. Being a

Natural Storyteller3. Being Comfortable with Solitude4. Being a Natural Observer5. Being

CollaborativeCHAPTER 2 Desire6. Having a Driving Reason to WriteCHAPTER 3 Belief7.

Believing You’re Talented EnoughCHAPTER 4 Enthusiasm8. Being a Voracious Reader9.

Being Passionate about the Craft10. Being Passionate about MoviesCHAPTER 5

Commitment11. Understanding the Downside of Being a Screenwriter in Hollywood12. Being

Committed to a Career, Not Just One Screenplay13. Having Precise Goals, Not Just Wishes14.

Not Letting Self-Doubts Get in the Way15. Educating Yourself16. Being Willing to Work Hard

and Make Sacrifices17. Setting a High Standard of ExcellencePART IICreativitySummoning the

MuseCHAPTER 6 The Creative Process18. Getting Input As Often As Possible19. Not

Worrying about Finding Ideas20. Asking the Right Questions21. Researching22. Becoming a

Child23. Becoming Possessed by the Story24. Being Aware of Your Muse’s Favorite

Activities25. Recording Your Ideas As Soon As They Appear26. Outlining Your Story27.



Discovering a Few Scenes at a TimeCHAPTER 7 Creating a Writing Environment28. Having a

Favorite Writing Space29. Being Comfortable with Your Writing Tools30. Having a Favorite

Time to WritePART IIIDisciplineApplying the Seat of Your Pantsto the Seat of the

ChairCHAPTER 8 The Writing Habit31. Writing Regularly32. Facing the Blank Page33. Writing

to Music34. Writing in Silence35. Exercising36. Taking Naps and Relaxing37. Being

Nutritionally Aware38. Writing Through Your Fears39. Silencing Your Inner Critic40. Focusing

Completely on the Task at Hand41. Working on Several Projects at a Time42. Avoiding

DistractionsCHAPTER 9 Time Management43. Making the Time to Write44. Having a

Schedule45. Setting Writing Goals46. Working Even When You’re Not “Writing”47. Balancing

Writing and Personal Life48. Procrastinating49. Making Deadlines Your MotivatorCHAPTER 10

Writer’s Block50. Combating Writer’s Block51. Not Believing in Writer’s Block52. Not Being

Afraid to Write Terrible First DraftsCHAPTER 11 Rewriting53. Finishing Your Draft Before

Rewriting54. Rewriting As You Go Along55. Being Determined to Make the Script As Good As

It Can Be56. Getting Feedback57. Being Open to Outside CriticismPART IVStorycraftWeaving

a Great TaleCHAPTER 12 What Makes a Great Script58. Discriminating Between Good and

Bad Writing59. Understanding It Takes Talent and Hard Work60. Trusting Your Instincts61.

Having Something to Say62. Knowing What Makes a Great StoryCHAPTER 13 Screenwriting

Basics63. Developing an Innate Sense of Drama and Conflict64. Raising the Stakes65.

Realizing the Importance of Characters66. Reading Your Dialogue Out LoudCHAPTER 14 The

Most Important Audience67. Realizing the Reader Is Your First Audience68. Avoiding Sin

Number One: Being Dull69. Evoking an Emotional ResponsePART VMarketingIt’s Not Who You

Know,It’s Your WritingCHAPTER 15 The Hollywood System70. Understanding the Rules of the

Game71. Learning the BusinessCHAPTER 16 Networking72. Living in Los Angeles73.

Knowing the Importance of Relationships74. Understanding Our Writing Gets Us Work, Not

Our Charm75. Not Isolating Yourself, Except to Write76. Gaining Value from Every

Opportunity77. Having MentorsCHAPTER 17 Getting an Agent78. Getting the Right Agent the

Old-Fashioned Way79. Never Writing a Query Letter AgainCHAPTER 18 Pitching80. Believing

in Your Work81. Rehearsing Your Pitch until It’s Flawless82. Knowing the Story Inside and Out

Without Rehearsing83. Keeping the Pitch Short, Simple, and Exciting84. Overcoming

Nervousness and Not Showing Desperation85. Adapting to Any SituationCHAPTER 19 Acting

Like a Professional86. Not Being Paranoid about Your Ideas Being Stolen87. Not Pitching in

Social Situations88. Not Working for Free89. Not Being “Difficult” to Work With90. Not Burning

Bridges When FiredPART VIThe Four PsKeeping the Dream AliveCHAPTER 20 Patience91.

Adapting to the Hollywood SystemCHAPTER 21 Perseverance92. Handling Rejection93. Not

Being Afraid to Fail: Finishing What You Start94. Not Giving Up Easily95. Changing What

Doesn’t Work96. Re-evaluating Your Goals RegularlyCHAPTER 22 Passion97. Paying the

Price98. Being Honest with Yourself99. Remaining Passionate Despite the

Disappointments100. Not Taking It Too SeriouslyCHAPTER 23 Practice101. Writing No Matter

What . . . Practice, Practice, PracticeEPILOGUE: Fade OutFOREWORDby Lew HunterKarl

Iglesias asked me to write about the importance of habits for screenwriters. I barely waited for

him to finish the sentence before I shouted “Yes!”Wonderful screenwriting is 90 percent

perspiration, 10 percent inspiration. The originator of this edict has yet to be authenticated, but

the only truer words in screenwriting advice come from Jack Sowards (Star Trek II: The Wrath

of Khan): “FINISH!” he cries.Stephen King suggests that many people consider the muse to be

shaped like a woodland fairy who wafts from the forest and whispers in the writer's ear sweet

inspiration to encourage him or her to the next line of prose, poetry, or screenwriting. King,

however, envisions his muse to have a flattop crewcut à la Jack Webb in The D.I. yelling “GET



YOUR ASS BEHIND THAT KEYBOARD, KING!” I’m with Stephen King. I'm a “seat

writer.”—“Seat of the pants to the seat of the chair.”I'm also with Noel Coward, who quipped: “I

adore professionalism. I loathe writers who can only write when it’s raining.”When I began

professing at UCLA in 1979, the crown jewel screen-writing class, 434, required an outline for a

feature-length motion picture and a minimum of seventy pages of script. I implored my

colleagues to insist that the script be finished in each quarter's ten-week time frame.You see,

from holding a screenwriter's feet to the fire via a deadline, comes habit. From habit comes

discipline, a career, money, angst, joy, and countless cups of coffee.Before habits (good ones,

of course) come mentors. I'm also on the faculty at the Sorbonne in Paris. When I first spoke at

a gathering in the Richelieu Room, the oldest lecture hall in the world, I reported that someone

once said, “You can't teach screenwriting.” Not so. To say that screenwriting cannot be taught is

to say that Aristotle did not need Plato, that Monet did not need Manet. I ticked off the mentors

of Maria Callas, Rudolph Nureyev, and the teachers of those whose huge portraits surrounded

us in that assembly of learning—Racine, Maupassant, Hugo, Molière. Why would screenwriting

be the only writing received by divine inspiration?You need mentoring even after you become a

professional writer. In this book are 14 mentors who violate that George Bernard Shaw quip,

“Those who can't do, teach.” You have 14 members here who can do and teach.I must also say

that Mr. Iglesias has put together a unique “interview” book that defies traditional structure for

screenwriting or any other writing book I have studied. Within these pages is “everything you've

always wanted to know about screenwriting but were afraid to ask the masters of the craft.”

Karl has asked the questions and received the richest variety of responses about desire,

commitment, the creative process, creating a writing environment, writing habits, time

management, writer’s block, rewriting, storytelling basics, the audience, the Hollywood System,

networking, getting an agent, pitching, and the four Ps: Patience, Perseverance, Passion, and

Practice. Put this special book on the “must read and reread” shelf of your screenwriting

library.You can't be Ron Bass, Leslie Dixon, Nicholas Kazan, my ex-student Scott Rosenberg,

UCLA-trained Eric Roth, Ed Solomon, or any of these marvelous screenwriters on these

pages. However, you can reach the heights that come with perseverance, “seat writing,” and

mentoring. So here you are, on the threshold of greater knowledge.And from this knowledge

will come habits that can help you be a “highly successful screenwriter.” Read, then write. It’s

not so difficult. It’s “seat writing,” remember? “Seat writing” four hours a day, the rest of your life.

You can do it!Write on!Lew HunterSuperior, NebraskaJune, 2001INTRODUCTIONFade InWe

are what we repeatedly do.Excellence then is not an act, but a habit.—ARISTOTLEMeet Joe

Executive. He’s a successful studio producer with a long list of box-office hits and award-

winning films. Despite the old adage attributed to William Goldman, “Nobody knows anything,”

there’s one thing Joe knows for sure: It all starts with a great script. And in a town where only

one in a thousand screenplays can be considered great, he knows one when he reads

one.And that’s his problem, you see. Most of the scripts that cross his desk are terrible,

mediocre, by the numbers, or “almost-good,” which means that in order to feed the industry’s

ravenous appetite for good stories, executives are desperately looking for great material. Every

day, upon grabbing the next script from the top of the pile, Joe prays that it’s the one.If you

want something you’ve never had, you have to do something you’ve never done!—KIMNESHA

BENNSSo he wonders, “How could it be that, with so many people writing scripts, their quality

is substandard?” After all, although it used to be that most American writers yearned to write

the Great American Novel, since the early 1990s, they’ve been trying to write the Million-Dollar

Spec Script. Who can blame them? With readily available spec sales news in trade

publications (and more recently on the Internet) captivating aspiring writers with dreams of a



quick fortune like a nightly dose of Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, screenwriting has become

the newest American lottery. Good or bad, it’s still a strong incentive.But Joe has a theory.

Maybe the problem is not craft. Maybe it’s the temperament of the so-called “writers”—their

traits, skills, talents, and habits—that are not allowing them to write a great screenplay. It may

sound harsh, but the sad truth is that more than half the scripts currently making the rounds in

Hollywood were written by writers who have no business being screenwriters. Sure, everyone

goes to the movies and knows when they’re good or bad, and everyone has access to a

computer on which to write their screenplay. But think about this: Everyone can recognize a

funny joke, but can everyone create one that’s as funny, and has never been told before?Joe

Executive is aware of the multimillion-dollar business devoted entirely to giving outdated

prescriptions, rules, and formulas to aspiring screenwriters in an industry that frowns on

formulas. He’s browsed the bookstores and seen entire shelves devoted to screenwriting. He’s

seen flyers and newspaper ads and Web sites for script doctors, consultants, seminar gurus,

pitching conferences, and contests, so he knows just how many aspiring screenwriters are

willing to pay anything to get that magic key that will open the door to a spec sale that will

instantly change their lives.Problem is he’s still looking for great scripts, and they ain’t

coming.Sure, he’s inundated with material at a mind-boggling rate, but he’s tired of reading bad

scripts and seeing the waste of paper, money, readers’ time, messenger costs, and overworked

Beverly Hills postal carriers.One hasn’t become a writer until one has distilled writing into a

habit, and that habit has been forced into an obsession. Writing has to be an obsession. It has

to be something as organic, physiological and psychological as speaking or sleeping or eating.

—NIYI OSUNDAREBut Joe Executive is an idealist and a dream maker; that’s what he does

for a living. He turns dreams into reality. And his dream is to raise that standard of scripts from

terrible to great. He’s tired of all the books that teach formulas, that don’t really give any

information about how to be a screenwriter and how to develop habits that will lead to more joy

in the process and better material for the industry. Don’t get him wrong, it’s still an entirely

selfish motive: better material for him and less manure to sift through in order to find it.While

cooking dinner one evening, an idea jolts him. In order to write a great script, you have to be a

real screenwriter, because, like an aged wine, it takes time and hard work to develop the

necessary craft to write great scripts. You can’t just be a fly-by-night, dreaming of the big

score.Winners have simply formed the habit of doing things losers don’t like to do.—ALBERT

GRAY“I know!” he says, “I’ll invite one lucky aspiring screenwriter (the apprentice) to my

mansion for an in-depth, no-holds-barred question and answer session with a group of the top

screenwriters in the business (the masters) who would share their thoughts on what it’s like to

be a real screenwriter.” After all, that’s how Joe became a successful executive. He started out

as an assistant to an executive, who mentored him and showed him the ropes.He’s always

believed in the “work smarter, not harder” philosophy. The difference between successful

screenwriters and unsuccessful screenwriters is that successful screenwriters do all the things

that unsuccessful ones want to do but can’t do or don’t know how to do. Modeling what works

is the philosophy at the heart of every master–apprentice craft. Why not screenwriting?

Someone is doing it right—many, in fact. Why not ask them how they do it? “Hey, successful-

screenwriter-dude, what are your habits? What works for you? Enlighten me.”If I wanted to

become a tramp, I would seek information and advice from the most successful tramp I could

find. If I wanted to become a failure, I would seek advice from people who have never

succeeded. If I wanted to succeed in all things, I would look around me for those who are

succeeding, and do as they have done.—JOSEPH MARSHALL WADEHas he ever seen this

done before? Not really. During his days as an aspiring screenwriter, he’d read a couple of



great interview books, and he sometimes found them useful when a professional discussed his

process. The problem was that he would have to read the whole book just to get the particular

tidbits he was hunting for. For instance, when he was having trouble with discipline, he’d have

to read a whole interview, hoping the writer would discuss discipline. Not the most efficient way

to learn, and often a waste of time. But since he was procrastinating anyway, he never saw it as

a waste of time. Sound familiar?“This is going to be different,” he thinks. “This focus will not be

on how to write a formulaic script but on what it takes to become the writer who creates a

unique one. In other words, what the habits and traits are that would increase the odds of not

only writing your version of a great script but also developing a successful career as a

screenwriter.”Well, guess what? You, the reader of this book, are the lucky apprentice about to

discover what it means to be a screenwriter from real, successful screenwriters, in their own

words.What This Book Is AboutThis book is not intended to replace any of the books on

craftsmanship. As Robert McKee says, “No one needs another recipe book to reheat

Hollywood leftovers.” Whereas the more than one hundred books on the craft attempt to teach

the reader what to do, this book outlines, by asking those who are already doing it successfully,

how to do it. It focuses on the necessary habits, so that the “how” becomes second nature to

you. In other words, it explains how to be a screenwriter.This book departs from the

established interview books in that its structure is organized by topic rather than by individual

interview, following a much more efficient model of reverse engineering. In other words, it

focuses on a particular habit, trait, or indispensable skill, and then has a group of highly

successful screenwriters share their thoughts on the subject, much like a panel of experts

discussing a specific topic.Presented here are simple habits of action and thought. Many will

seem obvious, but they bear repeating because they’re often ignored by aspiring screenwriters.

Others are surprising and sometimes even shocking.By themselves, they may not make you a

successful writer. But developing new habits and combining them with your talent will definitely

make you a better writer. All this book can accomplish is to share with you what highly

successful screenwriters believe and do on a regular basis in the hope that you will be

intrigued and inspired enough to emulate them.How This Book Is OrganizedWhat sets this

book apart is its structure and its focus on the specific habits that have made some

screenwriters highly successful. It is based on the simple philosophy of modeling excellence

and the commonsense approach of the apprentice-master relationship.Because each

screenwriter is unique and has habits that work for him or her, you’ll notice that several habits

listed seem to contradict each other. For example, the habit of rewriting after finishing the first

draft conflicts with the habit of rewriting as you go along. These habits are not gospel but

simply what works for each of the screenwriters featured here. It’s up to you to try them out and

see if they work for you.Part 1, Passion, discusses what makes screenwriters different from

other people, their common traits and skills, their reasons for becoming a screenwriter despite

all the drawbacks. Included in this part are thoughts on believing in your talent; being

committed to a career, not just one spec script; how to overcome various fears associated with

the writing vocation; and learning the craft.Part 2, Creativity, focuses on the creative process,

how working screenwriters summon their muse to come up with fresh ideas and how they flesh

out a story. It also explores their writing environments and favorite times to write.Part 3,

Discipline, the heart of this book, guides you through the basic components critical to success,

including the writing habit and time management, and offers tips on overcoming

procrastination, dealing with writer’s block, and the rewriting process.Part 4, Storycraft, shares

insider secrets and specific tips to make each of the basic elements of a great script easier to

manage, from conflict and characters to dialogue and evoking emotion on the page. It also



explores what makes a great story and what differentiates good from bad writing.Part 5,

Marketing, focuses on the business side of screenwriting and how to market yourself as a

writer, offering tips on the importance of establishing a network of supporters, mentors, and

contacts in an industry that runs on relationships, from getting your first agent to pitching with

enthusiasm and overcoming nervousness.Part 6, The Four Ps, examines the need for

patience, dealing with the Hollywood System, and keeping the dream alive, from perseverance

and belief in your material to handling rejection like a pro.Finally, a closing chapter, “Fade Out,”

leaves readers with final words of inspiration as they return to their favorite task, writing their

next project—coming soon to a theater near you.What This Book Will Do for YouThis book is

for any writer, novice to professional, who is aware of the basic elements of the screenwriting

craft, but is missing the mechanics or daily habits that will make the process much easier.It is

also aimed at the intermediate to professional writer who has developed a set of habits that

sometimes impede rather than help him in his writing output, and who is looking for better

habits to develop. (In the interest of brevity/simplicity, without any sexism implied, masculine

pronouns will be used hereon to refer to writers.) Maybe he’s curious about what he may be

doing wrong and, seeing what his peers are doing successfully, he may want to try some new

ones. Or maybe reading about similar habits will validate his own and boost his self-

confidence.Look at this book as an effective way to have all the interviewed screenwriters be

your personal mentors. Study their habits, learn from them, and maybe their wisdom will rub off

on you and arm you with enough knowledge and self-confidence to accomplish your goals.It is

my hope that you’ll discover what it really takes to be a successful screenwriter in Hollywood,

and realize that maybe there’s a great deal more to it than seeing a mediocre movie and

thinking you could write one better, or reading one of the more than one hundred screen-

writing books.It is also my hope that in reading and discovering the particular habits of highly

successful screenwriters, you will either begin to see similarities in your attitudes and ways of

thinking or be inspired to adopt new ones.There’s an old industry adage that in Hollywood, it’s

not who you know but who knows you. I will add that it’s also not what you know but what you

do. It’s all about action.But we can’t act until we discover the 101 habits that have made our 14

screenwriters successful. Let’s find out who they are and how they made the leap from aspiring

to professional screenwriters.Screenwriters PanelRon Bass (Passion of Mind, Snow Falling on

Cedars, Entrapment, Stepmom, What Dreams May Come, How Stella Got Her Groove Back,

My Best Friend’s Wedding, Waiting to Exhale, Dangerous Minds, When a Man Loves a

Woman, The Joy Luck Club, Sleeping with the Enemy, Rain Man, Black Widow)In 1982, I made

an investment that went wrong and I needed to make more money. My previous two novels had

been published, and I had an idea for a third novel. My literary agent said he had a contact at

Reader’s Digest Condensed Books, and he had this idea for a World War II spy novel. If I could

write up a proposal that would get his contact excited enough to make a Reader’s Digest

commitment to my publisher, he could get me a $20,000 advance. The thing was that I hated

World War II stories. They’re kind of corny, Nazi stories. So I decided to write the “Anti-World

War II” story, the kind of story that could have happened anywhere, anytime, that showed that

people, even Nazis, and beautiful resistance people, and American counterspies were still

people, with fears and loves, dreams and hopes. So I got excited about it. For about three

months, I started getting up at three A.M., and I wrote this 115-page treatment, and it sold, and

I got an advance that was even bigger than expected. It was a dream come true that I could get

paid for this thing. The novel was published and when the film rights were bought, I insisted on

writing the screenplay.So I did the same thing as I did with my novels. I got up at three, wrote

until six, the kids got up, I spent time with them until seven, and then got to work by eight and



was a good lawyer until six, had dinner with my wife, and played with the kids. All weekend long

I’m writing, and on vacations I’m writing like crazy. I wrote four scripts in a year and a half while

I was practicing law.And then a good friend who happened to be the head of Fox at the time

said to me, “How many blind deals would you need from me to be able to quit law entirely and

just write?” I thought about it, did the calculations, and it came down to two scripts. He said,

“You got it.” I thought about it, talked with my wife and with my partner at the firm, who was also

my mentor. He said, “That’s great, you’re a great writer, you’re making the right decision. If you

ever fail or if you want to return to your old job and be a lawyer again, there’ll always be a place

for you here.” He made it really easy to follow my calling of love.Steven DeSouza (Street

Fighter, Knock Off, Judge Dredd, Beverly Hills Cop III, The Flintstones, Ricochet, Hudson

Hawk, Die Hard 2, Die Hard, The Running Man, 48 Hours) My reason to write came out of a

sort of laziness. By that I mean my original ambition, ever since I was 8 years old, was to be a

cartoonist for Walt Disney. I remember spending hours trying to do my best at what they call in

the comic business “swipes,” i.e. knock-offs. I made animated cartoons with an 8-mm camera, I

did Claymation and cartoons for the junior high school newspaper. Then someone asked me to

write a piece, and I discovered it was much more efficient to tell a story by writing than to

spend hours with my India ink and scratch board. That’s when I switched to prose. I started

reading Writers Digest, where I gleaned the basic knowledge that, in order to be hired as a

screenwriter, playwright, or television writer, you needed to have script samples. So I wrote two

spec scripts in the genres I was familiar with, science-fiction and detective. At that time, there

was nothing in any of these magazines about “screenwriting.” I was just committed to being a

writer.Then I got a short piece published in a magazine. I went to college, still trying to get

things published. A great year would be when I made $150 here, $350 there. But in college,

there was a film teacher who took me aside one day and told me to leave school and go to

Hollywood right away.I’d like to think I took his advice immediately, but I didn’t have any friends

or relatives in the industry, so I waited. I did a stint in the Army Reserve, got married, and then

stumbled into my first show-biz job in Philadelphia, working at a local television station as a

writer-producer. Eventually I got laid off, but through networking I managed to get from one TV

station to another, did talk shows, local commercials, cooking shows, evangelist shows on

Sundays. It got to a point where I couldn’t take this anymore. I had all these writing samples, so

I decided to go to Hollywood. I had an emotional talk with my wife because we had just had a

little baby at the time, and I took a bargain basement flight to Los Angeles where I had an

uncle and aunt.My aunt said, “I can help you. I play bridge with my best friend and she’s Merv

Griffin’s secretary.” So I go see her and she says, “Gee, we only do Wheel of Fortune and

Jeopardy here and all we hire are question writers, but there’s not a lot of turnover, so maybe

we’ll call you next year if there’s an opening.” She also said I definitely needed an agent, and

she happened to know a lawyer who had quit to become an agent. So I called him up, sent him

my samples, he liked them, asked me if I would deign to do television.I said sure, I want to

work. So he gave my samples to one of his clients who was desperate for writers, and who

happened to be the producer of these bionic shows at Universal. As soon as he read them, he

hired me. Six days after I arrived in town, I signed a contract with Universal Studios. I was even

written up in Variety as one of these stories that never happen: Instant success! Of course, 13

weeks later, I got laid off when the show got canceled. But since Universal was a television

factory making most of the shows for all three networks, I got swapped around between shows

like a baseball player. Someone hires you for a detective show across the hall or a little work on

a lawyer show. It’s a tremendous exposure to all kinds of genres and to a certain discipline

because you only have seven days to make these suckers. I sweated my first hiatus, and then



got a lot of offers because I was the new guy in town or the new blood in television. Paramount

quickly lured me away from Universal to write pilots for them, which sold, and I had the dumb

luck of being asked to write dramatic pilots. One of them was called The Renegades, which

was Patrick Swayze’s first gig, and the producer on that was Larry Gordon. One day, he calls

me into a meeting, and there is Joel Silver, who was his protégé, and Michael Eisner and

Jeffrey Katzenberg. At that time, there was no firewall between the television and film

departments as it is now at most studios. They’d seen my work on these pilots under tough

situations, and I had a reputation for doing action adventure with a sense of humor. So they

offered me this movie they’d been developing for about six years. They said, “We need to make

it funny without sabotaging the action, and we think you’re the guy.” And that was 48 Hours.So

a lot of this is about being at the right place at the right time, a lot of dumb luck, working for

people to whom you can prove yourself and show them what you can do so that when

opportunities present themselves they think of you. It’s not like I had some conscious plan:

“Bowling for Dollars will lead to the Bionic Woman and then it’s a short hop to Eddie Murphy.” It

just happened without me thinking about it.Gerald DiPego (Angel Eyes, Instinct, Message in a

Bottle, Phenomenon, Sharky’s Machine)I was always doing some kind of writing. I was a prose

writer and a reporter through college, and I took courses in film in graduate school. Ultimately

they led me to making my living as an educational and industrial film writer, which are still

markets most people are unaware of. I was living in Chicago doing these industrials, already

freelancing for a couple of years, and I had time to develop my own spec script and, like a lot of

other people, bring it with me to Hollywood, thinking I could support myself writing industrials

until I got my break. My dream was not necessarily to sell it, but use it as a sample, and that’s

what happened eventually. I showed it to enough people that it landed, ultimately, on the right

desk at the right time.Leslie Dixon (The Thomas Crown Affair, That Old Feeling, Look Who’s

Talking Now, Mrs. Doubtfire, Loverboy, Overboard, Outrageous Fortune)I had no formal

education whatsoever, completely on my own from the age of 18, financially and every other

way, working crappy jobs, playing in a bluegrass band for a while, always having some guitar

boyfriend or other. And then one day, I had an epiphany. I think I was 23, I said to myself, “if I’m

still here living this life with these people and doing this 10 years from now, I’ll kill myself.” So in

a calculated move, I decided to go to L.A. to become a screenwriter. I didn’t have one extra

dollar, worked crummy jobs to support myself, didn’t have health insurance, drove around

without car insurance, and most of the time my car didn’t run so I didn’t drive at all. I couldn’t

afford any screenwriting classes, but I was able to get a library card at AFI, which was great

because I got to read great scripts that way. I probably learned more from that than a small

stint at a Z-grade production company, reading all the scripts that came in. Those were so

awful that it puffed up my ego and made me think I could do better than this, that I shouldn’t be

so intimidated. I was in L.A. for almost a year before I found an idea that was commercial

enough. I actually wrote it with a friend because we were both broke, miserable, and desperate.

He was very funny and I was very funny, and we thought we could make each other

funnier.And we sold it. It wasn’t a huge deal, people weren’t making million-dollar deals then.

But we were off and running. And of course, as these things go in Hollywood, we became

insufferable to each other, professionally broke up, and I went my own way. One deal later, I

wrote Outrageous Fortune.Akiva Goldsman (The Sum of All Fears, Memoirs of a Geisha, A

Beautiful Mind, Lost in Space, Batman & Robin, A Time to Kill, Batman Forever, Silent Fall, The

Client) Before screenplays, I wrote fiction and short fiction, but mainly unsold fiction. I’ve been

writing since I was in seventh grade and always had the dream of becoming a writer. I don’t

know why I was so enamored of the idea. I think it was because my parents used to scream at



each other, and I discovered that when I went by myself into a single room and I wrote, the

shouts seemed to disappear. I wasn’t particularly good, but I was very persistent. I went to

college and got a graduate degree in creative writing, got a job working with severely

emotionally disturbed children, and wrote at night. During my NYU days, I was invited to take a

private writing course taught by an extraordinary writing teacher, Gordon Lish. He believed

there were too many loud voices out there, and unless you had a clear voice, no one could

hear you, so you had to be very authentic. The class was six hours straight, with no pee

breaks. Gordon believed that if you didn’t have the will to control your bladder for six hours, you

didn’t have the will to write, which sounds fabulous in theory, but it was unbelievably agonizing.

You’d get there and start reading your story aloud to the class and often you’d get no further

than a sentence or two before Gordon would tear you apart in front of everyone. He’d say, “Let

me tell you why this sucks,” and would say it in a very articulate way, which was really painful,

but the process was as much psychological as it was literary. It was shearing off all pretense so

you were forced to dig deeper and deeper and find your own voice, because it wasn’t like next

week you could come back with the same story. You had to write a new story every week. By

the time I got to read a whole page aloud, it was a profoundly gratifying experience. So I’d put

these stories in envelopes and send them out everywhere, and I’d get these really charming

rejection notes. By the time I was 28 or 29, I realized I wasn’t going to make it as a fiction writer

and I thought, “My God, there’s gotta be some way of doing this.” I’ve always loved the movies,

so I took Robert McKee’s Structure class, which I highly recommend, and then I wrote a script,

and I’m a bad example because it sold.Amy Holden Jones (The Relic, The Rich Man’s Wife,

The Getaway (’94), Indecent Proposal, Beethoven, Mystic Pizza, Maid to Order, Love

Letters)My first aspiration was to be a documentary filmmaker but I quickly found that in order

to do that you had to be independently wealthy, which I wasn’t. So I became a film editor until

Roger Corman gave me my first chance to direct. Then I had to rewrite the script. I had to keep

writing things for myself to direct. Now, I much prefer writing to directing.Nicholas Kazan

(Enough, Bicentennial Man, Fallen, Matilda, Dream Lover, Reversal of Fortune, Patty Hearst,

At Close Range, Frances)I started by writing plays in college, and wrote them primarily for

about seven years. The last two years of that, I began writing screenplays because I was

always obsessed with movies, and I did that for about five years full-time with very little

success. And then one day, I wrote a screenplay in a completely different way. It was almost all

images, and I used the images rather than the dialogue for dramatic effect. For me, that was

the real transition from play writing to screenwriting.Jim Kouf (Rush Hour, Gang Related,

Operation Dumbo Drop, Another Stakeout, Disorganized Crime, Stakeout, Miracles, The

Hidden, Secret Admirer, American Dreamer, Class, Up the Creek)I took a date to see an

exclusive engagement of The Wild Bunch. I walked out stunned by what I’d just seen on

screen. From that moment on I wanted to make films. And the first thing you have to do when

you want to make a film is . . . get someone to write it. So I started writing films for the fun of it,

making them with 8- and 16-mm cameras and a bunch of friends. I used to charge them money

to be in my films to finance the pictures. I wish I could use that concept now. I came out of

college with a degree in English and History, and moved back to L.A. with only one career in

mind, writing movies. My background up to that point really consisted of trying to grow up,

graduate, and not get anyone pregnant. I had a job like everyone else. I sold paint, was a truck

driver and insurance claims adjuster. I started making a living at writing three years later.Scott

Rosenberg (Gone in 60 Seconds, High Fidelity, Disturbing Behavior, Con Air, Beautiful Girls,

Things to Do in Denver When You’re Dead)I grew up in Boston and always wrote, even from a

young age. I was the kid in fifth grade who’d write the poem and read it to the assembly when a



teacher was leaving. I wrote pretty much through high school. My favorite classes were always

creative writing; I really sucked at science and math. And then I went to Boston University’s

School of Communications with a creative writing minor where I managed to get into the

Graduate Creative Writing program. Upon graduation, I had no idea what I was going to do

with my life, but the girl I was going out with moved to California, so I followed her. And when

you’re a writer in Los Angeles, you eventually discover this thing called a screenplay. Everyone

I met was writing one, and I always loved the movies, so I started writing them. And everyone

tells you to read Chinatown and Lethal Weapon, so I read the classic scripts and I just wrote. I

was always writing, probably four or five scripts a year in my lean years while doing every

crappy job, like driving a truck, selling stuff door to door, working as a production assistant for

Dick Clark, which was one of those 18-hours-a-day things, so I decided to apply to film school.

I first went to USC at a time they didn’t have a writing program. I was just making films and

wasn’t interested in that, so I transferred to UCLA, which had a very intense writing program.

Then, another girl I liked moved to New York, so I transferred to NYU for a semester. But while I

was at UCLA, I placed third in the Samuel Goldwyn Award, and that’s how I got my first

agent.Eric Roth (Ali, The Insider, The Horse Whisperer, The Postman, Forrest Gump, Mr.

Jones, Memories of Me, Suspect)I grew up in New York, attended Columbia University’s film

program, and did some graduate work at UCLA. I had some ideas of maybe becoming a

director, but I was uncomfortable with that. I always loved movies, but I don’t know what

specifically made me want to become a screenwriter. I was well versed in film, a certifiable film

nut, my dad was a publicist and a producer, my mom was a story editor, so I grew up in film. I

just found myself writing a screenplay and I won the Samuel Goldwyn award at UCLA. So

that’s how it happened: I wrote a script, it won an award, it got produced, which led me to

another job, and it all went up from there.Michael Schiffer (The Four Feathers, The

Peacemaker, Crimson Tide, Lean on Me, Colors)I started writing prose when I was 25. I went

overseas to get out of the culture enough to be able to write about it, and traveled through

Asia, hitchhiked, had no money, spent seven months on the road and then, when I came back

from that experience about two years later, I really began to write full time, writing all kinds of

things. I wanted to be a writer and started writing novels. I also wrote plays, but I couldn’t get

any support from the playwriting world. I felt I got more respect out of the publishing world

because it took me more seriously as a fledgling writer and gave me more creative support. So

I put all my energy into doing that, but it wasn’t an accident that after hitting my limit as a

novelist, I drove to Hollywood when I was 35 to become a screenwriter. Directing theater in

college made me want to write the stories myself. I gave myself five years and worked really

hard, writing 14 specs before I got hired for Colors.Tom Schulman (Holy Man, 8 Heads in a

Duffel Bag, Medicine Man, What About Bob?, Dead Poets Society, Honey I Shrunk The Kids,

Second Sight)Before writing, I was in production. I guess I began as a grunt, working odd jobs.

I started working for a company in Nashville that made commercials and industrials, and my

first job was carrying lights and doing pretty much everything. Then I came to Los Angeles and

went to USC Film School, with aspirations be a filmmaker.Ed Solomon (Men in Black, Super

Mario Bros., Leaving Normal, Bill and Ted’s Bogus Journey, Bill and Ted’s Excellent

Adventure)I came into screenwriting because it seemed like the next step. I was writing on

Laverne and Shirley when I was 21 and a senior in college, then went on to It’s Garry

Shandling’s Show, and when I was 23, I wrote Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure. I didn’t get

into it with much thought. In retrospect, I wish instead that I had an idea for a novel, and truly

worked hard at it and sold it. I’d much prefer earning a living as a novelist because the process

is the same. You sit in a room all by yourself and try to make up the most interesting, original



and true thing that you can, except with screenwriting, the product gets chopped up and

changed so much that the creative satisfaction is minimal.Robin Swicord (Practical Magic,

Matilda, The Perez Family, Little Women, The Red Coat, Shag the Movie)I’ve always wanted to

be a writer from the time I first started to read. Though I did all kinds of writing, I didn’t think

about screenwriting because I didn’t completely understand that movies were written. I began

writing plays first, but by the time I was 21, all I wanted to do was make films. I had worked as a

photographer in college and had an understanding about the framing and images, which didn’t

translate to the stage. Someone had seen a play of mine in New York and got in touch with me.

She asked me if I was interested in writing for film, so I sent her part of a screenplay. She read

it, liked it, told me to finish it and that she would sell it. And she did. After that, people were

talking about me as a screenwriter, not a playwright.These 14 highly successful screenwriters

have agreed to be your mentors in the context of this book, and generously share their

thoughts on the traits, skills, and habits necessary for success as a screenwriter in today’s film

industry. Let’s explore them, shall we?PART IPassionThe Urge to ScreenwriteCats gotta

scratch. Dogs gotta bite.I gotta write.—JAMES ELLROYCHAPTER 1Portrait of a

ScreenwriterBefore we can explore the habits of highly successful screenwriters, we have to

know what they’re like. Do you have what it takes to be a professional screenwriter? Since all

writers are unique, you’ll notice that the common traits that follow are unrelated to intelligence,

education, environment, sex, age, or race. You’ll also notice few screenwriter comments

included with most of the first “obvious” traits, since it’s somewhat embarrassing to comment

on being creative, having talent, or being a natural storyteller. So what makes a successful

screenwriter different from other people?1. Being Creative and OriginalImagination is being

able to think of things that haven’t appeared on TV yet.—HENRY BEARDIt may seem

unnecessary to include this trait, because most people know creativity is an essential part of

the writer’s makeup, especially in screenwriting. I’ve included it, however, because many

beginning writers don’t understand how important it is to be original. Reading hundreds of

scripts and listening to thousands of pitches showed me how most of them were derivative of

other movies, with familiar characters, uninteresting ideas, and clichéd plot twists. Beginning

writers tend to develop the easiest idea that comes to mind, rather than working hard to

generate original ones.Our mentors are highly imaginative and can make creative connections

between seemingly unrelated events. They’re able to daydream about situations, characters,

bits of dialogue, and get immediate answers to “what if ” situations. As Pearl Buck eloquently

puts it:The truly creative mind in any field is no more than this: a human creature born

abnormally, inhumanly sensitive. To him a touch is a blow, a sound is a noise, a misfortune is a

tragedy, a joy is an ecstasy, a friend is a lover, a lover is a god, and failure is death. Add to this

cruelly delicate organism the overpowering necessity to create, create, create—so that without

the creating of music or poetry or books or buildings or something of meaning, his very breath

is cut off from him. He must create, just pour out creating. By some strange, inward urgency, he

is not really alive unless he is creating.No one can tell you what this mysterious creative

energy really is. It’s not a formula. You cannot control it, but you can certainly develop a

relationship to it so that it will open itself to you more often than not.Tom Schulman:

Screenwriters need a determination to be original and an unwillingness to accept clichés. Most

writers I know don’t hesitate to change, or at least add something special as soon as they

sense what they wrote has been done before.2. Being a Natural StorytellerWe’re only

interested in one thing: Can you tell a story, Bart? Can you make us laugh, can you make us

cry, can you make us wanna break out in joyous song?—BARTON FINK, BY ETHAN AND

JOEL COHENUsually, a desire to write movies or fiction not only implies an ability to tell stories



—whether partly natural or gained through experience, reading, and watching movies—but

also a deep love for all stories. But once again, this is a critical trait that is too often missing in

today’s aspiring writers. Working screenwriters have an insatiable addiction to all stories, good

and bad. They are pushed to captivate an audience, and their work shows it.Robin Swicord:

Writers have the sort of mind that puts together narrative in a way that has a beginning, middle,

and end. They notice cause and effect, that because this thing happened, that other thing is

happening.These are the kinds of traits that come together into a mind that makes drama.

People who don’t have that natural bend for it have a very hard time really understanding what

it is writers do. There’s nothing more humbling for people who say, “I’ve always wanted to be a

writer” than to actually try to create an alternate reality, only to find out it’s really hard to play

God.3. Being Comfortable with SolitudeWriting is a lonely life, but the only life worth living.—

GUSTAVE FLAUBERTWriting is a lonely business. As a writer once said, “It’s like volunteering

for solitary confinement without knowing the length of your stay.” Writers must spend a lot of

time alone, but because they tend to be introverted by nature, they usually find more

psychological comfort in a book or in writing than in social interactions. This is not to say that if

you’re not comfortable with your solitude, you won’t be able to write. One of the many surprises

in chatting with our mentors is that many of them are actually extroverts who force solitude on

themselves in order to do their jobs.Ron Bass: I really prefer to write alone. Generally, when I

have staff meetings, we talk about story and criticism, but I don’t like to write with somebody

else sitting there, because I’ll talk out loud and I’ll pace around. I can be physically active when

I write. I usually sit but I also have standing desks wherever I go so I can write standing up,

which enables me to pace around and charge back and forth, move my arms. It’s a physical

process, not just an intellectual one. I cross things out and I write bigger or darker depending

on the emotion. If I’m in the park, I’ll pace around. I must look really peculiar to people, so I try

to find a place where I’m relatively alone, and certainly where I won’t hear another human

voice.Leslie Dixon: In order to do the job really well, you must spend prolonged periods of time

in total isolation. You must. I loved it for the first few years where I had total control of my time

without anybody telling me what to do. But I still haven’t figured out how to strike a balance

between spending enough time by myself to produce a better grade of work versus not

becoming a hermit.Amy Holden Jones: The temperament that made me enjoy editing makes

me enjoy writing, that solitary work where you get to refine over and over until you get it the

way you want it. As a screenwriter, you need to be comfortable with that solitude for long

periods of time, unless you work in television where it’s a more social environment.Tom

Schulman: You need to create solitude so that you can hear the voices, and you need a

willingness to live in the world of the story for long periods of time, forcing yourself into the

world of the characters so that you can believe they exist. Many spouses of writers

understandably complain that we’re not living in the present.Robin Swicord: A friend once gave

me and fellow writers a personality test, and we all turned out to be introverts, which I don’t

think is a coincidence. Something like 20 percent of the general population is introverted, but I

think most writers probably fall into that category. They feel very comfortable with solitude. They

are probably better in one-on-one situations rather than dealing with lots of people. I know that

when I’m in a room full of people, I tend to fall back as an observer.4. Being a Natural

ObserverEverything has beauty but not everyone sees it.—CONFUCIUSIn order to describe,

you need to observe. Most of us go through life only half seeing what goes on around us. We

have too much going on to bother with observing details in life and in human nature. As a

result, most beginning writers tend to reference what they’ve just seen on television and at the

movies, rather than drawing from what they’ve observed in the real world. Successful



screenwriters naturally develop the habit of observing others, which gives them an ear for the

way people talk and an eye for the way they behave. They’re aware of the most minute details

of the world around them, silently making notes on everything, and seeing things vividly and

selectively. Whether in coffee shops, airports, or restaurants, they cannot resist people-

watching or eavesdropping on a conversation. In short, they pay attention.Gerald DiPego:

Many beginning writers don’t do enough observing or enough listening when they’re out and

about in the world, on buses or in restaurants. Often, when I read a beginner’s script, I find that

the writer is not referencing life but rather what I see in movies and television.Jim Kouf: I don’t

think the writer can leave it at the office. It’s your life. You’re constantly thinking, constantly

listening to the conversation in the next booth, staring at the character with the eye patch,

wondering what kind of character he is. It never leaves you.Robin Swicord: Writers have the

particular makeup of a person who looks at the world, observes human behavior, and finds

themselves amused, intrigued, or emotionally moved by watching people.Eric Roth: Everything

is writing-related, you live with it 24 hours a day, so when you’re out in the world, you’re an

observer of what people do and details of what’s around you. Unconsciously, you try to save

them and hopefully use them in a work at a later time.5. Being CollaborativeOur mind is like a

parachute. It only works when it is open.—ANONYMOUSIn no other form of writing—novels,

plays, poems, or journalism—is the habit of collaboration as important as in screenwriting. It is

so engrained in the way scripts become movies that without this attitude, no screenwriter,

unless he’s a genius, can become successful. But as you’ll also see later on, collaboration can

be a downside.Ron Bass: By being a screenwriter, you are choosing to be in a medium that is

genuinely collaborative, but one in which you do not have the final vote. The collaborative

process is wonderful when it’s going well and terrible when it doesn’t. You may feel

passionately about something, and you get overruled by producers and directors. Anytime you

get fired, it kills you. Anytime you get a set of notes and you think you got it, you made it work

for you and them, and it works great and you love it, and they hate it, you can be angry at them

and feel insecure about yourself. Writing screenplays is such a collaborative medium that not

caring if anyone else likes it makes no sense to me. If you cannot handle this and the additional

bad feelings that come with those moments when you’re fired and another writer comes on and

makes a total mess out of what you thought was wonderful, you should seriously consider

another medium.Gerald DiPego: It’s a whole skill you have to develop apart from writing. Call it

compromise, negotiation, or debate. You spend a lot of time in development, trying to do your

best to explain and defend the material against harmful ideas, but at the same time, you have

to stay open to the good ideas. Some people shut down and say, “The hell with them! They’re

all stupid.” That’s not going to work. Then again, you can’t sit there like a stenographer and

accommodate them because that will kill the material.Michael Schiffer: You have to collaborate

and listen, but you can’t sell out your own work either. You try to navigate between their good

and bad ideas and find a way to let them have what they feel they need without damaging what

you feel is the emotional core and spirit of your piece. It’s like being on a boat trip, somebody

wants to go to the left bank and somebody wants to go to the right bank. There’s no right or

wrong. You have to allow people to go on the journey they want to go on if they are your

partners. You try to respect the problems they are bringing up instead of thinking they’re all a

bunch of idiots. If you have that attitude, you’re in big trouble because you’re the idiot who will

be fired first.CHAPTER 2Desire6. Having a Driving Reason to WriteDon’t write with sales or

money in mind—it poisons the well at its source. If writing isn’t a joy, don’t do it. Life is short.

Death is long.—WILLIAM WHARTONAll the writers interviewed here have been writing for

many years. They didn’t last or get to where they are today without having a driving and



passionate desire to write. Every writer has a variety of reasons why he writes, some more or

less admirable than others. They are not like many aspiring writers I meet sometimes whose

only wish is to write a screenplay that will sell for a million dollars so they can have the freedom

to do what they really love to do, whatever it may be. Whether it’s their primary way of

expressing themselves, an outlet for their fantasies, or a desire to entertain people, real writers

don’t get satisfaction out of doing anything else. They love writing for its own sake.
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Become Authors Book 9), The Art of Dramatic Writing: Its Basis in the Creative Interpretation

of Human Motives, You Talkin' to Me?: How to Write Great Dialogue, Screenwriting: The

Sequence Approach, The Anatomy of Story: 22 Steps to Becoming a Master Storyteller, The

Science of Storytelling: Why Stories Make Us Human and How to Tell Them Better

Jenny Orelle, “This book will make you want to become a novelist. ( ;. (And if you don’t already

have sympathy for screenwriters try reading Neil Gaiman’s “The Gold Fish Pond” or David

Morrell’s “The Successful Novelist.”)The book points out that there’s a greater chance of

winning the lottery than selling a screenplay, but—if you have drive and talent—following the

honest and generous advice in this book can only stack the odds in your favor.I am not a

screenwriter (even though I won five dollars on a scratch and win ticket once)—but want to

learn all I can from all kinds of writers and all kinds of books.It’s well organized by topic and

can be re-read in doses as needed. It claims to not be a writing craft book—but it’s that and

more. Anyone with a story to tell should find value in this book. Or at least be inspired.One of

my favorite quotes is from the chapter on rewriting:“An art teacher once taught me to hold a

painting up to a mirror to see its hidden flaws. But there is no equivalent to that in writing. If you

hold up your script to a mirror, it’s just backwards! The only way to get that perspective is time

away from the material. So the trick in rewriting is to get away from it for as long as you can.” —

Steven DeSouza”

Scott FS, “Writing can be difficult; this can help out. I don't care who you are and how easily

writing is for you; sometimes, it's difficult to get started and stay motivated when you are writing

a script. I've done it, entered into screenwriting competitions, and kept up with it. I don't find it

especially difficult to come up with an idea; no one does. But I do find it hard to develop those

ideas into a salable script.This isn't a nuts-n-bolts thesis on how to format and print out your

masterpiece. It's more of a coaching vehicle. Author Karl Iglesias taps the brains of 14

successful screenwriters and asks them to react to a number of scenarios: what to do when

you have writer's block, how to research your project, having something to say and to say it

well, and coming up with believable dialog. (On the last, the author suggests reading your

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/vRZmQ/The-101-Habits-Of-Highly-Successful-Screenwriters-Insiders-Secrets-from-Hollywoods-Top-Writers


dialog aloud, clunky and awkward dialog will make itself quite evident. Also, dialog that works

best is often the type that 'pushes people's buttons'.)The tips from the author and the others is

helpful and usually right-on-the-money. It's an easy and fun read, even if you have no desire to

write screenplays.  Recommended.”

Daniel Estes, “For creative types of any discipline, and not just screenwriters. If you're into

movies, screenplays, and the oft-unglamorous process of writing good stories, then The 101

Habits Of Highly Successful Screenwriters by Karl Iglesias is a lot of fun. The book is formatted

like a mixed Q&A with a number of noted Hollywood screenwriters offering their tips and tricks

on the actual creative part of the trade. There are generic questions like "How many hours or

pages do you write per day?" or "How do you combat writer's block?" and there are also many

specific questions as well.Being a writer can often seem mundane to an outsider, but

personally I think it's the normal routines that feed the creative soul. In the words of Stephen

King, "We put our pants on, one leg at a time, like everyone else."”

schleppenheimer, “Fun book to read on Screenwriting -- Inspirational!. I always love to read

about how people work, and this is a great example of that type of book. It gives a number of a

screenwriters who have written screenplays you will recognize, and they comment on how they

work, what inspires them, how they think up new ideas, how they keep their creativity flowing,

etc. It also tells you how discouraging screenwriting can be -- which is good to know up front,

in case you may think you don't have the stomach for this endeavor.This would be a fun book

to read even if you WEREN'T interested in becoming a screenwriter! I think much of what is in

this book would be beneficial to novelists or playwrights as well.”

T. Hooper, “A Helping Hand. Are you thinking of writing a screenplay? Then you could use the

advice in this book. First of all, this is not a how-to book. It doesn't show you how to develop

characters, or structure a story, or tell you how to write. What it does give you is information on

the daily life and habits of professional screenwriters. One of the most important pieces of

advice is to just write. Too often, a beginning screenwriter will spend years to write one script

and then shop it around. This is a big mistake for several reasons. A movie producer is

looking for someone who can work reliably at speed. If you've only written one script, they're

going to be suspicious about your abilities. Another thing is that producers are very busy, so if

you get one of them to finally read your script, it's going to be the first and last chance. Do you

really want to show him your first script? It's trash to him. Would you send your first painting to

an art gallery? Of course not, so you shouldn't do the same with screenwriting. You should

have written 5 to 10 screenplays before you think of showing your work around. Most aspiring

screenwriters don't want to put in this work, and it shows. If you write, you will get better. If you

love writing, and you can apply yourself to your writing, then you can have a chance to work in

Hollywood.”

Michael Hatmaker, “very good compared to the other screenwriting books I've read. I love

books with this format: There are a large number of short expositions rather than a few long

ones. The writers who contributed to this book are definitely successful, and in general, they

have some valuable information to pass along.I recommend this book as an easy read for any

aspiring screenwriter.”

Hiva, “Entertaining, don't know how helpful it is yet. This is kind of like those Been There,

Should Have Done That college books for frosh. If you're a total newbie, or just need a shot of



motivation/inspiration from snippets quotes, this is a good read.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Bueno bonito barato. Bueno bonito barato. No se puede pedir más”

The book by Karl Iglesias has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 53 people have provided feedback.
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